
Answer from Jonathan Bishop: my thesis about biotechnology 
and religion 

22/10/07   19:33 pm

e mail: jonathan.bishop@alumni.rca.ac.uk

Jonathan Bishop graduated at the RCA with a project called Future Rituals , where he 
rethinks the application of new technologies connected to the human side of people in 
such a way that they generate new personal rituals.

###

Hi,
Mike mentioned that you'd be in touch...I'd be very happy to open up this discussion.....
Firstly I'd be interesested in knowing why you PERSONALLY feel that your project is 
relevant, and also what you hope it could achieve.
I have some well developed opinions on this very line of thought into future technolgy and 
belief (as it is), and would be pleased to have a sparring partner to battle with on such 
issues!
Basically, I believe that the knowledge we now have through science needs to be re-
condensed socially into manageable portions. There is an annoying attitude of scientists to 
talk about truths and facts but only in statistics. There is often little consideration for what 
such statistics could mean in the bigger picture, and how this would trickle down to our day 
to day lives.  I see my "role" as suggesting and communicating new contexts for existence. 
ultimately I am questioning and trying to redefine  "our possible purpose/purposes".
I’m interested in how the sensibilities of religion as a whole could be mapped onto “future” 
technology. I am more interested more in this than in how it may be used to enhance 
existing religions. ( ie. I am NOT interested in texting God or emailing Shiva). I guess my 
attitude is to see what technology could allow us to do and be that we can’t already, and 
how this can add meaning to our existence.

I have been developing future rituals, scenarios and myths around the potential of 
bio/nanotech/belief, which are manifested in many different ways, from performance to 
stories to dioramas. I’d be happy to discuss them with you, and send you more info if 
required. I don't consider any of the work I’ve done finished yet, I’m planning to exhibit this 
year though , so I’ll keep you posted about that too.
Thanks again for getting in touch.. and let me know what you're doing.. I know some 
others too, there may be potential for a group show in the future...

Take care

Jon.

-----Original Message-----
From: laura boffi [mailto:jollycembalo@libero.it]
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Sent: Fri 10/19/2007 8:32 PM
To: Jonathan Bishop
Subject: my thesis about biotechnology and religion

Hi Jonathan,
my name is Laura and i'm a master student at the design academy of eindhoven.
I hope you are fine.
I got to know you and your work through Michael Burton, that i already emailed about my 
thesis.
I'm working on biotechnology and religion, asking me the question how biotechnology 
could eventually shape a new, lay , human religion and in turns religion could shape the 
biotech society. which religious faith, would we come back to totemism, which rituals, new 
way of transfiguration/resurrection.
I saw your project "future rituals" today, i just have had a quick look but still have to read 
the .pdf stories. I was both upset and happy that we have this common theme.
Last year I made also a project about nanotechnology and hereafter...I'm quite fascinated 
about technology and cycle of life!
I'm writing to you just to get to know you, I'm quite curious, you see...
if you have time take a look to the blog of my thesis:
www.biotechnogiosity.wordpress.com

ABout the nanotechnology and hereafter project:
www.havingyouinthehereafter.wordpress.com

have a nice evening,
Laura

skype contact:laura.boffi


